Slide Guidelines

- Slide #1 must contain your presentation title
- Slide #2 must contain disclosure information. Please use the ADCES provided template - even if you do not have a conflict to disclose, you must present that information to attendees.
- Slide #3 must contain presentation objectives
- Double check for spelling errors! In a virtual conference, slides are looked at by attendees very closely.
- Review all infographics and other images in your presentation for clarity and easy reading.
- Check your text! Font and color should be easy to see and read.
- What you say Matters! Please review the ADCES' language guidelines.
- Presentations must include a balanced view of therapeutic options and cannot promote a specific drug, product, or service.
- If specific healthcare drugs, products or services are discussed, presenters must use generic names to the extent possible. If trade names must be used, use trade names from several related products, when available.
- Presentations must be supported with the best evidence from all sources and cannot promote a specific proprietary business of a commercial entity.
- Presentation cannot include any industry advertising/commercial logos. Institution logos (e.g., non-pharmaceutical/device manufacturer-related logos such as school/university, agency, or association logos) are allowed.